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NONLINEAR ERGODIC THEOREMS FOR

LIPSCHITZIAN MAPPINGS IN HILBERT SPACES

Kr SrK HA, lONG Kyu KIM AND KUK HYEON SoN

1. Introduction

Let H be a real Hilbert space with norm 11·11 and inner product
<" .>and C a nonempty closed convex subset of H. A mapping T:
C~C is called Lipschitzian on C([2J) if for each n>l there exists a
positive real number kn such that

for all x, yEC. A Lipschitzian mapping is nonexpansive if kn = 1 for
all n>l and asymptotically nonexpansive if Hm kn=l respectively.

The fixed point set of T is defined by

F( T) = {xEC : Tx=x}.

The first nonHnear ergodic theorem for nonexpansive mappings was
established by Baillon ([1J): Let C be a bounded closed convex subset
of a Hilbert space Hand T a nonexpansive mapping of C into itself.
If the set F(T) is nonempty, then for each xEC, the Cesaro mean

converges weakly as n~OO to a fixed point y of T.
A corresponding result for an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping

T on C was given by Hirano and Takahashi ([4J). In this case,
putting y=Px for each xEC, P is a nonexpansive retraction of C onto
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F(T) such that PT=TP=P and PxEconv {T"x:n=O,1,2"'} for
each xEC.

In this paper, we prove the existence of a nonexpansive retraction
(ergodic retraction) for a Lipschitzian mapping.

Some rudimental definitions and notations in the Hilbert spaces are
necessary for the proof of the main theorem of this paper. Let DeH.
We denote by 15 the closure of D, by conv D the convex hull of D.
Let {x,,} be a bounded sequence in C. Then we define

A(y)=lim sup IIx,,-yW, yEC.
"-00

It is well known there exists a unique element a in C with

A(a) =inf A(y),
yEC

called the asymptotic center of {x,,} in C. We denote by AC( {x,,}) the
asymptotic center of {x,,}. This definition is due to Lim and Pazy
([6J, [7J). We also know that if {x,,} cC and {x,,} converges weakly
to yEC then y=AC( {x,,}) ([3J). Let T be a Lipschitzian mapping.
Then Q is said to be a metric projection of H onto F(T) if for every
xEH

(x-Qx, Qx-u»O

for all uEF(T). The metric projection Q is nonexpansive ([8J).

2. Nolinenar ergodic theorem

Before proving the nonlinear ergodic theorem we prove the following
crucial propositions and lemma.

PROPOSITION 1. Let C be a closed convex subset 0/ a real Hilbert space
H, T a Lipschitzian mapping on C into itself with Um sup k,,<l and,,-co

{T"x} a bounded set for each xEC. Then F(T) is a nonempty, closed
convex subset 0/ C.

Proof. By [3J and [5J, F(T) is nonempty. Closedness of F(T) is
obvious. To show convexity, it is sufficient to prove that z= (x+y)/2
EF(T) for all x, yEF(T). Since
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IITnz - x ll=IITnz - Tnxll<knllz-xll

= ~knIlX-YII

and

IITnz-yll=IITnz-Tnyll<knllz-yll

= ~knIlX-YII,

we have

IITnz - z UZ= ~ 11 Tnz -xIl2 + ~ 11 Tnz-yUZ- ~ IIx-yUZ,

< ~ (kn
2-I)lIx-yIl2

and hence

limIlTnz-zIf2 =O.
n-..

Therefore :we obtain

z=lim Tnz=lim Tn+1z = T(lim Tnz )
11-00 n-l:O n-oo

=Tz.

The proof is completed.

LEMMA 2. Let C and T satisfy the assumptions as in Proposition 1.
If a=AC{Tnx }, then we have

A(a) +lIa-yIl2<A(y)

Proof. Since for all yE.C, 0<..:1<1,

11 Tnx - (Jy+ (l-J)a)W= (l-J) 11 Tnx - aW+..:1I1Tnx - yW
-..:1(l-..:1)lIa-yW,

A(a)<A(Ay+ (1- ..:1) a)
=lim suplITnx - (Ay+ (1-1)a)W

n-oo
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=lim sup{(l-l)I!Tnx - aW+lI!Tnx - yW-l(l-l)l!a-yW}
n-oo

<(l-l)A(a) +lA(y) -l(l-l)lIa-yW

A(a) <A(y) - (l-l)lIa-yW.

Letting A---)O+, we have

A(a) + lIa-yW<A(y).

LEMMA 3. Let C and T satisfy the same assumptions as in Proposition
1. Then we have

for all xEC.

Proof. Let a=AC( {Tnx }) for all xEC and Q the metric projection
on F(T). Then we have

Since

11 Tnx -aW= 11 Tnx - QaW+ IIQa -aW+2< Tnx - Qa, Qa -a),

lim sup 11 Tnx - aW>1im supIITnx -QaW+IIQa-aW.
n-~ n-~

Therefore we have

A(a»A(Qa) + llQa-all.

Combining this and Lemma 2, we obtain a=QaEF(T).

PROPOSITION 4. Let C and T satisfy the same assumptions as In

Propositions 1. If Q is the metric projection of C onto F( T). Then for
each xEC, {QTnx } converges to the asymptotic center of {Tnx } in
F(T).

Proof. Since {Tnx} is bounded for all xEC, there exists a unique
asymptotic center a of {Tnx} in F(T). Then we have
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A(QT"x)< sup IlT"'x-QT"xIl2

...Z#"

=suPII Tm+"x-QT"xIl2
mZJl

=supl/ TtIt T"x- T"'Q T"xlf2
",ZJl

«sup km )2I/T"x-QT"xIl2
...zp

«SUp k...)2I1T"x-aW
mZp

for all m, P=O, 1,2, ....
Hence

A(QT"x)<(1im sup kp)21/ T"x-aW
p-."

<11 T"x-aIl2

for all n=O, 1, 2, .... Therefore we have

lim sup A(QT"x)<lim supl! T"x-aI!2
ft-co D-QC)

=A(a).

On the other hand, from Lemma 2, we have

A(a) +IIQT"x-aIl2<A(QT"x)

and hence

A(a) +lim sUP!lQT"x-aW<lim sup A(QT"x)
" ....00 ft-co

<A(a).

Therefore we· have

lim sUPIIQT"x-a1l2=O
"-.,,

and this implies {QT"x} converges to a in F( T).

Now, we prove a key proposition which play a crucial role in the
proof of our main theorem in this paper.

PROPOSITION 5. Let C and T satisfy the same assumptions as in Pro
position 1. Then the set
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nconv{Tnx : n>m} nF(T)
m

contains at most one point.
If moreover

nconv{Tnx: n>m} nF(T)*~,
m

then its element is the asymptotic center of {Tnx}.

Proof. Let xEC and :ZEF( T). Then for each m, P=O, 1,2···,

lim suplI Tnx-:zW< sup 11 Tmx-zW
n-~ m~n+p

<suplI Tm+Px - zllz
m~n

= sup11 Tm+px - TmzW
m:::n

«sup km)ZIITPx-zW.
m.2:n

Hence we have

lim supIITnx-zUZ«lim sup kn)ZIITPx-zllz
n_~ n-~

for all P=O, 1,2, ... and so

lim supIITPx-zllz<lim infIlTPx-zllz.
p-w p-~

Therefore, there exists the limit of {IITnx - z ll} as n-+oo. Let a be the
unique asymptotic center of {Tnx } in F(T) and uEnconv{Tnx : n

m

>m} nF(T).

Since

lIa-uIl2 +2 lim(a-u, Tnx - a)
n-co

=limll Tnx-uUZ-limll Tnx-allz
n-~ n-~

=A(u)-A(a)
>0,
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2 lim(a-u, Tnx-a) > -lIa-uW-e,
n-oo

for all e>O. Therefore there exists no>O such that

2(a-u, Tnx - a) > -lIa-uIl2 -e

for all n>no. Since uEconv {Tnx : n>no}, we have

2(a-u, u-a) > -lIa-uW-e

and hence lIa-uW<e. Since e is arbitrary, we have u=a, From the
uniqueness of the asymptotic center of {Tnx },

nconv{Tnx : n>m} nF(T)
m

contains at most one point and its element is th~ asymptotic center of
{Tnx }.

THEOREM 6. Let e be a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space
Hand T a Lipschitzian mapping on e into itself with Hm sup kn<l.

n-oo

If F( T) is nonempty, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) nconv{Tnx : n>m}nF(T)*~ for each xEe,

m

(2) There exists a nonexpansive retraction P of e onto F( T) such
that PT= TP=P and PxEconv{ Tnx : n=O, 1,2, ... } for every
xEC.

Proof. (2)=}(l). Let xEC. Then PXEF(T). Furthermore, since
for all m=O, 1, 2, "',

Px=PTx=PTTx= ... =PTm-lx
=PTmx
Econv{ Tn+mx : n=O, 1,2, ... }
cconv{ Tnx : n>m},

PxEnconv{ Tnx : n>m}. Hence we have
m

nconv{ Tnx : n>m} nF( T)*~.
m

(1) =} (2). Let Q be a metric projection of C onte F(T). Then by
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Proposition 4, {QT"x} converges to the asymptotic center of {T"x} in
F(T). Let Px=lim QT"x for each xEC. Then we have

"-00

TPx= T(lim QT"x) =lim( TQT"x)
n-~ R-W

=lim(QT"x)=Px
"-00

and

PTx=lim QT"+Ix=lim QT"x=Px.
n-~ n-=

Since {Px} = nconv{ T"x : n>m} nF(T) by Proposition 5, it is true
m

that

PxEconv{ T"x : n=O, I, 2, ... }

for all xEC. Since Q is nonexpansive, we have

f1Px-PylI=limIlQT"x-QT"ylI,,-co

=lim sUPIIQT"x-QT"YII
"-00

<lim suplI T"x- T"ylI
"-co

< (lim sup k,,) /Ix - y/I
"-co

<lIx-ylI.

Hence P is nonexpansive. Furthermore,

p2x =lim QT"Px=lim T"Px
n-~ n-oo

=lim T"(lim QT"'x)
n-co 111-+03

=lim(T"QT"'x)
,,-co",-co

=Px.

This completes the proof.
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REMARK. In Theorem 6, we know that the Cesaro mean

converges weakly to Px in F( T).
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